Abstract. We consider the approximation by linear finite elements of the solution of the Dirichlet problem -Au = /. We obtain a relation between the error in the infinite norm and the error in some Orlicz spaces. As a consequence, we get quasi-optimal uniform estimates when u has second derivatives in the Orlicz space associated with the exponential function. This estimate contains, in particular, the case where / belongs to L00 and the boundary of the domain is regular. We also show that optimal order estimates are valid for the error in this Orlicz space provided that u be regular enough.
1. Introduction. Consider the problem of finding u such that -Am=/ inñ, u = 0 on 3S2, where ß is a bounded domain contained in R" and / is a given function. We shall use standard notation for the Sobolev spaces Wp{ti) and Hk(ü) = W2 with the norms ll/ll*.p,Q ~ E \f\j,p,Q> where \f\j.p.Q" E \\Daf\\Lrm.
We shall write \\f\\k¡p = \\f\\k,p,Q and \f\kp = \f\k^a when there is no confusion.
The letter C will denote a constant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence. For simplicity we will consider Q to be a convex polyhedral domain, but the results are valid in more general domains as in [9] .
Let {2Th} be a quasi-regular family of triangulations of S2 and denote by uh the //¿-projection of u into the space of piecewise linear functions Mh C //¿, that is, Many authors have studied estimates for u -uh in H^'-norms and L^-norms. In [8] the following optimal estimate for the gradient of the error in Lp is obtained, I" ~ uh\i,p < CA||m||2,p forl</><co.
Then by the usual duality argument (see [1] ) they get \u ~ uh\o,p < Ch2\\u\\2p for2</j<oo, provided that ß is a convex polygonal domain or 9S2 is smooth.
As is known, this duality argument cannot be applied for p = oo. A quasi-optimal estimate for the error in L00 was obtained in [9] , where it is proved that I"-«Jo.» < CA2log^||«||2i00.
Moreover, in [4] an example is given that shows that the logarithm in this estimate cannot be removed.
We will work here with Orlicz spaces defined in the following way. Given a convex function <J>: R + -* R+,
U1 is a Banach space with the norm ||/||z.* = inf(ô>0|/ J^f^)dx^l
We will call w£ the space of functions in L* with derivatives up to the order k in L*, and we will use analogous notation as in the Lp case for the norms and seminorms.
When the boundary of Q, is regular and 1 < p < oo [3], Nl2,,<C|/|0.p, and consequently, I" -"h\o,p < Ch2\f\0,p.
As is well known, the regularity result mentioned above is not true for p = oo, but if /eT the solution u e W¿, where ^>1(r) = e' -t -1. Moreover, the second derivatives of u are in the space of functions with bounded mean oscillation BMO (same proof as in the Lp case [3], using the result of [6] ) and this space is contained in L*1 when the domain is bounded, [5] . Then it is natural to seek an estimate for I" -uh\o,oo when u has second derivatives in L*1.
In this paper we obtain a relation between the error in L°° and the error in some Orlicz spaces that implies in particular the following quasi-optimal estimate, I"-"Jo.oo < C/l2(loS^) Nkf,-This estimate contains as a particular case the following one proved in [9] , I" -"*lo.» < Ch2y°z~h) l/lo.»-License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use A similar estimate was obtained also in [7] but with a higher power of the logarithm and with the BMO norm of the second derivatives in the right-hand side.
Our result is more general because BMO is strictly contained in L*1 (for example, in ß = (-1,1) the function (log,, x>0, Jy ' 10, x <0, is in U' but not in BMO).
Error estimates for problems where u has other kinds of singularities can be obtained by our theorem. As examples, consider ß = {x e R2 \ \x\ < l/e} and
\ \x\ I
In this case, Dau e L*(ß) for \a\ = 2, where <j>(t) = e'" -t" -1, and then we will get the following estimate,
Finally, we show in the two-dimensional case that I" -"Jo.*, < Ch2\\u\\2x, provided that 3ß is smooth or ß is a Lipschitz convex domain. In this way we show that the logarithm factor can be removed if we replace the L°°-norm on the left by a slightly weaker Orlicz norm.
2. Error Estimates. (4) |g(*+>')-g(*)l<C|g|1.,M?/i(M).
Proof. Taking an extension, we can assume that g is in W^{R"). Let 77 e Cq° such that /tj = 1 and 0 < tj(x) < 1, tj,(jc) = i~"'ll(x/t) and v(x> 0 = 8* Vt(x)', then (dv/dXj)(x,t) = f (dg/dxJ)(y)r1[(x -y)dy, and applying the Holder inequality, we have (5) \(dv/dxJ)(x,t)\^2\dg/dxJ\0Jv,\0.Ŝ et b = t~"/\p~1(t~"); then, since r¡(x/t) < 1 and ip is convex, we have f tO-Tiix/O/b) dx = f «//(»r'-1(rn)ij(jc/')) ^ < / ri(x/t)r"dx = 1.
Consequently, l»i,lo.*<í"-/*-1(í--)<*-1(r-), and by (5),
\(9o/dxj)(x, t) | < 2\dg/dxj\0A4Tl(t-).
A similar estimate for dv/dt can be obtained in the following way. First observe that n 9t/,/3í = -E 9(*/ij),/9*,-; But \Ihu -u\0<l> < Ch2\\u\\2^ and then, I" -«Jo.» < c[MMII"lk» + h^-\h-)\\u\\2^ + $-l{h-")\u -«JoJ.
Noting that h^>l(h") < /t(/z), we obtain the result. □ Corollary 2. There exists a constant C such that
nd, in particular,
|M-MA|0,oo<c/!2(iogr1)2||M||2,,i.
Proof. By the known estimates [9] , [1] I" -«Jo.« < CÄ2log/i-1||M||2.0O and \u -uh\02 ^ Ch2\\u\\22
we get by interpolation I« _ uh\o,p ^ C/i2 log/i_11|i/1¡2,/? for 2 < /> < oo, with C independent of p. Using the expansion in power series of (¡>, we get I« -"Jo.* < CAMogA^HHlko, hence, by Theorem 1, we get (6).
\u -u l«lk* + aIo,* When <f> = <t>i it is easily shown that /^(/i) ^ Ch\ogh~l for small h and this proves (7) . D
We will show in the following theorem that as a consequence of the estimates for I" ~~ uh\i » [8] we nave optimal-order estimates in the c^-norm if u e W2. Theorem 2. Let ti a R2 be such that 3ß is smooth or ß is convex with Lipschitz boundary. Then there exists a constant C such that I"-"Jo.*, < C/!2||t/||2i0o.
Proof. In [8] it is proved that I" _ «Ji,/> < CAll"lk/» 2</><co. 
